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FA B M A N AG E M E N T

Tool hookup: a paradigm
shift to modularization
Previously, an etch chamber was required to
etch a specific material type (oxide, polysilicon,
or metal layer). Now, however, etch equipment
manufacturers are required to trim photoresist,
etch through top and bottom antireflective
coating (ARC) layers and hardmasks, as well
as etch the primary material with higher aspect
ratios and achieve ever greater control of CD.
Furthermore, all these etch processes must be
accomplished while supplying far superior selectivity to underlying thin layers of films [2,3].
Multi-chamber etchers have increased from
two to three chambers/system of a single type,
he shift to locations with less expensive labor has also shifted to as many as six chambers/system in the current generation,
the future burden of lowering tool hookup cost toward material with only a slight increase in overall tool footprint. In addition,
selection, which increases the risk of quality and safety. Original as CD dimensions shrink to 45nm and beyond, there will be a
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and mechanical contract need to meet requirements such as dual-patterning and chamber
matching constraints for dual etch solutions
companies alike are beginning to look at new
for critical layers (e.g., gate, shallow trench
methodologies to address areas of tool hookup,
isolation [STI], and contact). These requirewhich remain under pressure (speed, quality,
ments mean process level and sub-fab level
and safety), while also attempting to reduce tool
footprints and layouts, and quality instalhookup cost based on return-on-investment
lations, are far more critical. Furthermore,
modeling. This paradigm shift in tool hookup
with individual chambers having two or
methodology is addressed in this article.
three RF generators, an associated cathode
OEMs’ demonstration labs and wafer fabs
and chamber wall, as well as source power
have successfully taken advantage of spaceheating and cooling temperature control
saving modules for toxic and inert gases,
systems, there is an ever-larger requirement
de-ionized and process cooling waters, and
for process waters needed for each tool and
cleaning chemicals and slurries in an effort to
specific to each chamber process. This is just
meet cost- and space-saving requirements [1].
one element driving the cost and complexity
of facilities to each tool to a new level.
Increasing tool hookup efficiency
Figure 1. A cutaway example of an integrated floor module.
Modularizing common items, cost, and
NEHP modules and racks are used at the
fab process level and in the sub-fab levels where space has become complexity, as well as standardized layout per module, improves
a premium, as toolsets have more chambers and support equipment safety response in the event of a chamber or tool incident.
Once considered a luxury in the sub-fab, pump garages are now
than ever before. An example of this can be seen0809SSTwilliamsF1
in the etch area of
wafer fabs, where gas panel requirements per chamber have expanded considered a requirement to maintain control over space limitations.
from an average of five gases/chamber just a few short years ago, to Particle specification requirements for a given tool and process will
greater than or equal to eight gases/chamber in the 65nm and below continue to require OEMs to demand even more control over tool
installation and installation component quality and specifications.
current generation of etch equipment.
Tool crowding concerns and minimum safety standards exist at the
process level to maximize precious fab floor space utilization and
Andrew J. Beers, ABM Consulting LLC, Liberty Hill, TX USA; Daniel Williams,
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achieve capacity requirements with more etch steps per layer and
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As semiconductor manufacturers continue to address cost, speed, and safety as key components of capital
equipment tool installations in the last several years, few solutions exist
to address the need to reduce installation cost without sacrificing installation quality and safety. The cost of tool hookup as a component of a
factory start-up has come under increased scrutiny, as have all aspects
of the start-up, as well as operational costs in bringing a $3.5B or larger
mega fab online. The large shift to Asia-based foundries away from IDM
wafer fabs has reduced the overall labor cost/hour as a component of
factory cost, but labor efficiency has not always realized a corresponding reduction in real cost for tool hookup.
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solution. Modularization of these
facility interconnects solves the
space, standardization for safety response, cost, and schedule needs point-to-point hookup of the tools utilities and consistent same tool
for these complex tools, creating a lowest-cost and highest-quality hookup locations, eliminating the maze of below-floor construction
solution, and enabling tool hookup to the module to be completed done on-site when a detailed layout plan often doesn’t exist, as seen
prior to tool arrival. Using components that are fully compatible with previous to the use of modules.
the tool maintains the OEM’s quality requirements as well.
Conclusion
The paradigm shift in tool hookup methodology to using pre-built
Space management and tool hookup schedule
Space management techniques in 3D now require complex planning, installation modules brings a number of cost-savings, schedule,
design, and construction to avoid a maze of inefficient space utili- and space-savings benefits. Other benefits of the modular
zation, increased total cost-per-tool installation, as well as raising approach to tool hookup include having clear, consistent, and
safety response concerns while avoiding poor quality installations. safe layouts for valves, gases, and filters, which take the guesswork
OEMs are being forced to lower tool costs amid cost-of-ownership out of safety shutdown procedures and valve locations during
(CoO) pressure, which is also forcing more responsibility and cost a lockdown event. Also, utilization of modules for more than
one tool at a time allows for maximization of hookup savings
onto the facility infrastructure for tool hookup.
In addition to the cost-savings and ease-of-installation of seen from a single tool (Table), which can be anywhere from
modular approaches, because they are built off-site and can be 14% and up to 51%, depending on tool complexity. Modules for
shipped prior to tool arrival, they arrive on-site before the tool multiple tool installations allow for increased input sizing and
modules and create a final hookup point for constructors. This optimization of the breakouts to a single or multiple tools of like
allows construction process installation activities to move kind. In addition, modules can be tied to individual tools on a
forward seamlessly in conjunction with bay fit-up construction futures basis, or can be moved with tools during relocation to
■
activities after the process tool arrives. For critical path tools, avoid material waste during tool upgrade or move cycles.
schedule compression has been demonstrated in excess of 50%
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Figure 2. Conceptual design of how floor modules and subfab utility racks can be used to
standardize on-tool installations independent of the tool type, and reduce space requirements
at the fab and subfab level.
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